Top of the Pines on Top of the World

Just a few miles up county road 5 outside of Ridgway, sits one of the area’s hidden gems. Top of the Pines, or “TOP” as it is affectionately called by its director and advocate, Kelvin Kent, is a unique outdoor recreation / environmental education center and open space preserve located in Ouray County. It’s at the foot of the Sneffels mountain Range and offers some of the most beautiful views of the mountains in the whole region.

This property is owned by Ouray county but managed by the TOP organization and its operation relies completely on volunteers and donations. In 2016, Kent applied to the San Miguel Power / CoBank Sharing Success grant program in order to help cover the cost of renovations. A $2000 grant was awarded and the funds were put to good use. “With the money that we got from [SMPA], we’ve been able to provide electricity to the pavilion and the warming hut and improve the services for our guests.” Said Kent.

Sharing Success Grant Helps Program Reach New Heights

Top of the Pines Director, Kelvin Kent peers at the newly renovated pavilion from the front door of the warming hut. Both structures were recently wired for power thanks to the Sharing Success Grant program.
Substations are important to the power grid. Electricity flows from substations through distribution lines and into your meter, lighting up your home. San Miguel Power Association is always working to provide its members with more reliable power, so SMPA is converting the connection between two substations from a radial feed to a loop feed. Loop feeds allow power to be supplied from two different sources, meaning one substation could provide power to the meters of both substations in the case of equipment failure or damage. Once the Reliability Project is complete, outages will be less likely to impact SMPA members of the Telluride and Mountain Village area.

New Dimension for Anatomy Class

What do you think of when you hear the term “Back to School?” Well, Nucla High School Anatomy teacher, Christine Harty thinks of human body systems sculpted in clay. It’s part of the new “Anatomy in Clay” learning system that will be offered to NHS students this fall thanks, in part, to a donation from San Miguel Power along with matching funds from electric wholesaler, Basin Electric. The program is part of a larger movement within the West End Public School District to offer a more hands-on education to students across the board. Good luck to Christine and the students as they make their learning 3-dimensional.

The Power Grid and Fire Safety

What did SMPA Area Service Technician, Claude Barrett do when he found a ground fire near a tap line on one of his patrol routes? He grabbed a backpack sprayer from his line truck and put it out. All SMPA trucks are equipped with extra fire suppression gear as part of the Stage One Fire Danger Operating Procedure which is in effect during times of high fire danger. Conditions like dry grass, brush, and trees combined with low humidity, high temperatures and/or winds can cause fire to spread quickly, so SMPA crews take extra precautions as they repair downed power lines, trees in the lines or other anomalies.

San Miguel County Fair Pie Contest

The yummiest pies in the County were on display and up for grabs at this year’s San Miguel County Fair Best Dessert contest, sponsored by SMPA. Thanks to all who participated!

Last Chance to claim Member Dividends!

In July of 2016, the Board of Directors of San Miguel Power Association (SMPA) elected to return over $1 million in member dividends back to the membership of SMPA. Each member who had supplied capital during the years for which retirements were made was sent a check for their portion of the margin for those years, based upon their patronage. Checks were mailed to members at their last known address as shown by the records of the Cooperative. However, not all checks were deposited. Capital that was not received by the designated members is still available for such members to claim until Monday, August 14th. A list of members who may still claim their member dividends is on www.smpa.com. Whichever funds are not claimed by this time, will be labelled “Unclaimed,” and may be used by the Cooperative for expenditures associated with the provision of electric service. After this point, members’ claim to the funds shall be extinguished and forever barred.

Poletop Rescue Training

Last month’s Pole Top Rescue drill: This helps our linemen practice a life-saving process. It’s the kind of skill we hope we never have to use, but don’t want to be without.